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▪ Canal: 1865 – 1876
▪ Brackish water / Fresh water
▪ Highly regulated
▪ Ship traffic
▪ Multiple pumping stations
▪ Sluices
▪ Fish passes
North Sea Canal
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13 silver eel detected at Belgium 
‘life watch’ VEMCO network
Passage succes
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Timing of successful passage towards the sea
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Three individuals:
Day night patterns
Almost all eel showed usage of all depth ranges (vertical migration)
When approaching sluice complex, eel swim relatively deep.
▪ Yes, eel find their way, but improvement is needed!
● ≥144 out of 330 reached the North Sea (44%)
● Success differs per area!
▪ Searching behaviour of several km. observed between connected area’s. 
▪ Great variety of migration patterns. No clear uniform pattern and sometimes 
unexpected (unclear) patterns.
▪ Almost all eel that successfully reached the North Sea Canal, passed through 
the sluice complex
▪ Fish passages inefficient for silver eel migration (low attraction!). Migration 
through: either sluice or pumping station. 
▪ Disappearances: delayed mortality, fisheries, ship traffic, ... (large eel)
Conclusions
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